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ABSTRACT 

This paper purpose to create new schema for vehicle insurance 
company in Indonesia. The scheme of applying premium 
rates in Indonesia is uncorrelated when viewed from the 
basic principles of insurance in determining premium 
contributions. Groups of individuals with safe driving 
behavior are equated with groups of individuals who 
have more dangerous risk characteristics. The new 
schema can provide information about speed, speed 
acceleration, hard braking, etc. Where insurance 
companies can apply premium contributions from the 
assessment of driving behavior. The new schema is 
harness technology in the vehicle will recover in real 
time the vehicle data, including driving time, distance, 
and average speed, maximum speed of the driver, the 
amount of sharp turns, the location and the route of use 
of the vehicle which will be automatically stored in the 
database. Not only supported by technology but also the 
new schema vehicle in Indonesia acquired fairness in 
premium insurance price determination between good 
behavior driver and bad behavior driver. 
 
Key words: Insurance, Pay-As-Your-Drive, Pay-How-You-Drive, 
Transportation, Telematics, Usage Based Insurance. 
 

1. INTRODUCTION 
 

The growth of vehicles, especially four-wheelers in 
Indonesia is proportional to the risk of accidents. According 
to data published by the traffic police, more than 100,000 
accidents occurred in 2018, with an average of almost 300 
accidents per day which resulted in material losses and loss 
of life. The age range of 15 to 25 years contributes the most 
to the number of accidents. This age group is the most 
vulnerable in Indonesia. This observation usually occurs in 
many countries. Young people are not aware of risky 
driving behavior and they are still beginners in driving 
vehicles. With increasing experience, drivers will learn 
more about their limitations and develop safer driving 
attitudes. Drivers who have experience can describe driving 
skills to avoid the risk of accidents [1] . 
 
In Indonesia, the vehicle insurance premium rate is 
regulated by an authorized regulator, the Financial Services 

Authority (OJK). Where in the regulation it is stated that the 
determination of insurance premium rates is determined by 
the place of registration of the vehicle, type of vehicle and 
total sum insured. This is when associated with accident 
data based on vehicle age groups in Indonesia, there will be 
a misconception in determining motor vehicle insurance 
rates. 
 
Viewed from the basic principle of insurance, which is a 
risk transfer agreement, where the driver transfers the risk 
that can result in financial losses to the insurance company 
by giving premium contributions. In principle, companies 
conduct grouping of individuals who have the same risk 
characteristics to be able to determine the premium rate for 
each individual in the group [2] . 
 
The scheme of applying premium rates in Indonesia is 
uncorrelated when viewed from the basic principles of 
insurance in determining premium contributions. Groups of 
individuals with safe driving behavior are equated with 
groups of individuals who have more dangerous risk 
characteristics. So they are charged the same premium 
contribution rate [3]. In its analogy, groups of individuals at 
lower risk are forced to buy the possibility of a higher risk 
than they should. Likewise, the opposite group of 
individuals who have a higher risk means buying the 
possibility of a lower risk than they should. Current schemes 
are also considered not to affect psychological factors that 
can improve driving behavior. 
 
To illustrate the premium contribution to risk characteristics, 
a more relevant scheme to describe it is to use the 
parameters of assessment of driving behavior and the 
environment. Driving safety can be significantly affected by 
innovative insurance policies [4]. Implement lower premium 
rates for safe driving behavior and a safer environment than 
dangerous driving and environments. This information can 
now be obtained with a device that provides various data as 
a source of assessment of driving and environmental 
behavior. 
 
This tool can provide information about speed, speed 
acceleration, hard braking, etc. Where insurance companies 
can apply premium contributions from the assessment of 
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driving behavior[3]. Which further information can be 
openly presented to the driver? The report can be in the 
form of information on maximum speed, acceleration or 
hard braking, violation of speed limits on certain roads, fuel 
consumption and others [5]. In this way the driver can make 
the report as a reference for later improvising his driving 
behavior. 

 
2. LITERATURE REVIEW 
 
Vehicle insurance does exist to provide protection facility to 
driver against injury from accident in the traffic. The 
policyholder used to buy a pack of vehicle insurance with 
specific term from the company [6]. 
 
In Indonesia, hazard and disserve behavior while driving 
vehicles is a major concern in the field of transportation and 
insurance companies. Hazard behavior in terms of insurance 
context refer to situations where the insurance holder does 
not care about safety or reduce the risk of driving while 
having insurance [7]. 
 
Basically, someone has obtained insurance and will get an 
incentive might become careless in driving, unless the 
premium insurance calculated based on their behavior while 
driving. Policyholder will gain their good behavior for 
driving and reduce accident potential in the traffic [8]. 
 
Adverse behavior when driving makes the insurance 
company can establish the provisions written in the 
insurance contract and provide premium information that 
must be paid by the driver in accordance with calculations 
based on driving behavior. It suitable for Indonesia because 
insurance companies adjust their premium cost calculation 
based on age, sex, type of vehicle. 
 
The reasons of driver behavior have not been used as basis 
calculation are unavailable data and inconvenient to obtain. 
The calculation premium cost based on age, sex, and type of 
vehicle considered incriminate driver who have good 
behavior and high alertness because they have to pay same 
cost as the driver who have adverse behavior and potentially 
dangerous [8]. 
 
When there is no significant difference between good 
behavior driver and hazard behavior driver, it might be main 
concern in the policyholder and insurance company. The 
insurance theory model explains that when the insurance 
market provides services with high risk and high premium, 
policyholder potentially action in high risk level. This model 
shows there is a relationship between risk level and 
insurance coverage [9]. 
 
With current technology advances, the use of device 
technology is part of the solution to solve the incrimi0nate 
between policyholder. Currently the use of Usage Based 
Insurance (UBI). The use of the model calculates premium 
cost based on distance, speed and fuel usage by driver. 
 

A research result recommend the variables based on 
distance adjusted to the risk, geography conditions, and 
driver behavior to determining price of insurance premium 
[10]. 
 
The main idea is insurance company must be able to provide 
facilities to record the distance and driver behavior as a 
basis to determine premium cost policyholder[11]. 
 
Insurance company in several countries implement UBI 
program for their consumer such as US, England, Australia, 
Netherlands, Spain, Japan, and Italy[12]. UBI is a program 
utilizes telematics technology to integrate information and 
technology including transportation information, receiving 
and storing information related to object via 
telecommunication devices. Some of these programs offer 
policyholder to receive discount for premium cost if using 
sensors to monitoring vehicle mileage. Additionally, the 
UBI program equipped with sensor also provide 
combination of technology such as hard braking, distance 
travel, vehicle speed, time and days of vehicle use to 
calculate the risk of driver [12]. In term of regulation and 
technology, there are rising several challenges. For example, 
data protection and privacy trigger leakage of policyholder 
[1].  
 
The UBI program is limited in usage only for policyholder 
who have signed premium contract. The reason are high 
cost, compatibility, and willingness data recorded [1] to 
calculate the distance and speed of vehicle is not a single 
technology, the UBI program abuse GPS. However, the 
prospect of the usage of UBI program is make people to 
increase their awareness drive behavior to drive well. 
 
Insurance companies should consider the first customer’s 
concern about their personal data and transmission to give 
customer trust and perceive enjoyment when choose the 
UBI program [13]. 

 
3. RESEARCH METHOD 
 
Based on finding literature review, technology 
implementation in insurance company will be supported. 
Technology usage implement sensor installed on vehicle. 
The Usage Based Insurance programs can be applied self-
reporting-based insurance, Pay-As-You-Drive (PAYD)/Pay-
As-You-Go (PAYG), Pay-How-You-Drive (PHYD). 
 
Measurement of the premium supported to application 
which installed on smartphone to monitoring driver 
behavior. UBI indicator are distance, hard breaking 
behavior, and speed [8]. Self-reporting-based insurance use 
indicator mileage as basis of calculation of premium.  
PAYD indicator are distance, travel route, travel time, travel 
frequency, type of vehicle, breaking behavior, seatbelt, and 
mobile phone usage [3]. Device will send all mileage data to 
insurance company and calculate the premium [12]. PHYD 
device send driver driving style and calculate the risk of the 
driving[3]. 
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With wearable technology combination, traffic as 
innovation, smartphone usage, and indicators [14], change 
of vehicle insurance scheme in Indonesia have big chance to 
implement. 
 
3.1 Pay-As-Your-Driver (PYAD) 
 
Some of studies focus on relationship distance of vehicle 
with traffic hazard possible to increase risk and involved 
driver in accident [3]. It shows that mileage provide 
explanatory power when combined with space and behavior 
information. This reality arising fairness cost premium 
between short mileage driver and long mileage driver. 
 
3.2 Pay-How-You-Drive (PHYD) 
 
Evaluating Pay-As-You-Drive system now have many 
weakness and disadvantage because the system is only focus 
on mileage but not driver behavior. 
 
Driver behavior is important to evaluate the risk an accident 
than calculate cost. Pattern of driving each driver is a 
significant issue to convert to accident risk modeling, 
because each driver has different behavior on traffic [3]. 

 
4. RESULT OF DISCUSSION 
 
According to what has been discussed above about how a 
risk affects the price of the premium of the clients of the 
insurance companies [15], as well as the magnitude of the 
accident rate in Indonesia. Therefore, we need a method to 
grant premium rates that are in accordance with the behavior 
of insurance clients, giving a fair premium according to the 
behavior of insurance agents that will play an important role 
in the modern world, it is possible with existing 
technological developments.  
 
Insurance in Indonesia can use the PAYDI method that 
provides protection against the risk of death, which gives a 
policy value to the risk of death of all registered persons, 
who currently have difficulties in providing adequate values 
for each client because they do not have the data to do it. 
Analyze the risk of each customer. Therefore, in this 
modern time, insurance companies can use Usage Based 
Insurance (UBI) technology. 
 
UBI is a device connected to each vehicle to obtain data that 
analyzes the risk of death in driving. The UBI technology 
incorporated in the vehicle will recover in real time the 
vehicle data, including driving time, distance, and average 
speed, maximum speed of the driver, the amount of sharp 
turns, the location and the route of use of the vehicle which 
will be automatically stored in the database. Then the 
system will be processed in a risk analysis of driving 
behavior. 

UBI Device Database

UBI Device

UBI Device

Doc Risk 
ManagementData each 

Client
Analyze Driving 

Behavior

UBI Device UBI Device

 
Figure 1: Flow of Usage Based Insurance Scheme 

 
The following data will be taken from the UBI device. In the 
diagram above, it is visible that all the UBI devices 
registered by the company with all the security that protects 
them and preserves the confidentiality of the customer's data 
are send directly to the Cloud database, so that there will be 
no local database in the device to be safer. Then from the 
data automatically collected in the database, the property of 
each device has been mapped; the data is automatically 
analyzed according to the parameters defined by the 
insurance company, namely the ranking of each user who 
will become an indicator. Risk document to become the 
basis of insurance price. Risk document must be aligned 
with ISO 9000 for quality assurance to develop application 
in order to following international standard models which 
are internal and external quality and quality in use or run the 
software application[16]. 
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Figure 2: Variables of Usage Based Insurance 
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As can be seen above, five important points will be 
considered in the UBI device data, which will then be as a 
risk assessment tool for driving deaths. With UBI devices, 
insurance companies can offer reasonable prices that can 
increase the profitability of the company. To save five 
important points above, UBI technology able to embed 4G-
5G due to vehicle growing every year[17]. 
 
With UBI devices, insurance companies can provide 
reasonable prices for policies that can potentially increase 
the company's profitability. 
 
In Indonesia, the government has issued a regulation on this 
issue issued by the Financial Services Authority (OJK) 
where, if you wish to implement the previous device. 
Legitimate insurance companies in Indonesia must go 
through a verification process by OJK through sandbox that 
aims to demonstrate to the government that the UBI process 
is in accordance with the provisions established by the 
government, in particular with respect to the Protection of 
the privacy of Indonesian citizens. 

 
4. CONCLUSION 
 
From the above results it can be concluded that in Indonesia 
it is very possible or very open to carry out the UBI tenure 
in the insurance companies due to the governmental 
regulations (law) that has been supporting to implement the 
use-based insurance (UBI). 
 
By using this technology, the problems that exist in the 
insurance company will be resolved and the risk of loss in 
the value of the insurance that does not have data can be 
avoided by the presence of real-time data of the insured 
users or cars. 
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